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1. Introduction 
Radioactive sealed sources are used in a wide range of practices in industry, medicine, agriculture, research 
and education, and they are also used in military and defense applications. Once these sources are not longer 
in use, they are declared as “disused”. Disused sealed radioactive sources (DSRS) represent a large waste 
“unsolved” problem in several countries. Improperly controlled and stored such kind of sources has caused 
many accidents around the world [1-4]. Some of these accidents resulted in human deaths and/or 
contamination of large areas. In order to reduce the risk the first priority would be to bring the DSRS under 
appropriate controls. It is important to have a proper infrastructure for their safe management in the country.  
 
The Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE) operates the Novi Han Repository (NHR), 
which is currently used as a central storage facility for institutional wastes in Bulgaria. Relevant information 
on the NHR can be found in previous reports and publications [5, 6]. INRNE is responsible for centralized 
collection, transportation, conditioning and interim storage of disused radioactive sources in Bulgaria.  
 
In the long-term, DSRS are expected to be disposed of at a new national radioactive waste disposal facility 
(intended for all the country’s institutional and nuclear fuel cycle waste), for which a site selection 
programme is currently in progress. However, it is likely to be several years before such a facility is 
operational. Therefore, an interim solution to the problem of DSRS is the proposed construction of a new 
above ground Waste Storage Facility at the NHR. The facility is planned to accept all the DSRS in an 
acceptable conditioned form. For the conditioning and storing DSRS a feasibility study has been preformed. 
An on going European Commission Phare Project (EUROPEAID-116740/D/SV/BG) is specifically 
addressed to the development of the technical design for the Waste Processing and Storage Facility for Novy 
Han Repository [7] including the processing options for the safe management of existing DSRS in Bulgaria. 
These options are discussed in the present paper. 
 
2. Inventory of Disused Sealed Radioactive Sources in Bulgaria 
An inventory of all DSRS stored at NHR, including expected arising in the near future is kept updated at 
INRNE. The current inventory of DSRS used for the proposal of management options is presented in the 
table No.1. Currently DSRS are stored without any preliminary dismantling from the main device, shielding 
or package. It should be noted that the final disposal route for sources in Bulgaria is currently not available.   
 
3. Definition of the DSRS streams. 
Segregation of different DSRS prior to conditioning operations is extremely important in the efficiency for all 
designs. A classification according to the main characteristics of the sources: radionuclide, half-life, type of 
radiation emitted, activity, dose rate, dimensions, shape, etc. is essential before sending the DSRS to the 
appropriate operating area. Leaking sources shall be segregated from other sources and separately collected to 
avoid cross-contamination.  
 
A primary segregation considers the disposal options related to the half life of the radionuclide [8]. A general 
flowchart for the existing DSRS segregation is shown in fig.1. 
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4. Proposed Facilities for handling and 
conditioning DSRS 

In the current design of the new processing 
facilities, specific areas for the processing of 
DSRS are being considered. There are two 
different manual handling operating areas with 
sufficient ground surface in which relatively 
low dose rate bare sources will be handled. 
 
 The Operating Area No.1 (6m x 4m) = 
(DSRS-OP-1) is addressed for handling β, γ 
sources with low and intermediate level of 
activity, i.e. bare sources with highest dose 
rates as the one mentioned for DSRS-OP-2, 
and which need a light remote handling and 
biological shielding. For example 
brachytherapy (137Cs, 226Ra) sources will be 
processed in this area. The necessary 
equipments and furniture includes two 
working benches, a glove box and fume 
cupboard with filtered air exhausting system 
“HEPA filter” and appropriate biological 
shielding (screen, lead bricks, windows). For a 
period of one year, this operating area No.1 
will exclusively be utilized for dismantling of Kr-85 detectors.  
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Fig.1 Segregation of 
DSRS 

 
The Operating Area No.2 (6m x 4m) = (DSRS-OP-2) will be utilized for handling and conditioning of very 
low level DSRS (contact or short tongs handling). Alpha and DSRS with relative low level of activity and β 
emitters with low γ energy such as (3H, 14C, 35S, 36Cl, 55Fe, 63Ni, 125I, as well as 85Kr, 210Po) will be handled 
and conditioned. This operating area will be equipped with work table (bench), a glovebox and a fume hood. 
The glove box should be used for potentially contaminated sources. Neutron sources will also be processed in 
this area, after finishing the conditioning of above mentioned DSRS. For the conditioning of neutron sources, 
specific shielding configuration will be prepared. 
 
The Operating Area No.3 (6m x 5m) = (DSRS-OP-3) will be exclusively utilized for dismantling of smoke 
detectors containing long lived radionuclides and conditioning the removed sources. This operating area is 
bigger than the other two. The reason for this distribution is explained as follow: According to the local 
experience, it was requested to consider that one operator can dismantle four (4) smoke detectors per working 
hour. This includes the preparation of the campaign, dismantling, conditioning, records keeping and 
evacuation of the waste. The operators will work 7 hours a day (which means 28 detectors per day) and 250 
days per year (which means 7000 detectors per year). Taking this into consideration, 4 operators would need 
8.86 years for dismantling all smoke detector containing long lived radionuclides. It was then proposed to 
increase the number of working places (and operators) in DSRS-03 area for dismantling smoke detectors. 
But, here is another constrains: according to the Bulgarian regulations, the working area for one person 
should be minimum 4.5 m2 and 13 m3. It was then necessary to increase the dimensions of the DSRS-03 
(initially 22 m2, to 30 m2). With the new dimensions, up to 7 operators could work in this area. Now, 7 
operators will dismantled the long-lived smoke detectors in 5 years. This means that the operating area 
DSRS-03 will be used exclusively for dismantling smoker detectors during 5 years 
 
There are some common equipments, such as the mobile argon welding equipment for re-encapsulation of 
sources into stainless steel capsules and the apparatus for leak testing of the capsules, that will be “shared” 
during the operations in the three operating area.  
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For other sources which need heavier remote handling due to heavy containers, but with relatively low dose 
rates (shielded sources) the conditioning will be carried out on the operating area No.1 or on the corridor of 
the facility. This area could be eventually called as DSRS-OP-4. It’s just for placing the source into the 
concrete lined drum using the forklift truck. Some specific handling tools such as cables, hooks, etc. will be 
used. High activity sources will be handled in hot cells with master-slave-manipulators (MSMs).  
 
5. Management Options 
5.1. DRS with very short lived radionuclides  
 

Disused SRS suitable for decay storage are those sources which contain low 
level and short lived (e.g. 32P, 125I, 192Ir, 210Po) radionuclides. For these 
sources the radioactivity may decay to clearance levels in a reasonable time. 
It is considered that 3–5 years is a reasonable time for application of storage 
for decay option. After decay the sources can be cleared by the regulatory 
body and can be disposed of as non-radioactive material [8]. 
 
A decay period of about 10 half-lives often allows decay of the activity to 
levels acceptable for disposal as non-radioactive material (activity reduced 
by a factor of about 1000). However, disposal of decayed disused SRS to 
municipal waste areas or other nonradioactive waste landfills should not be 
made until it is confirmed that the residual activity to be released to the 
environment meets clearance levels established by the regulatory body. 
 
5.2. DSRS with short lived radionuclides. 
There is a wide variety of sealed sources and therefore a great variety of 

handling and conditioning options. Segregation according to the half-
life is not sufficient; therefore an additional grouping of DSRS by other 
“attributes” is required [9]. Depending on the dose rate and activity, as 
well as on the dimension, shape of the sources, three different 

management options are proposed for this group, as shown in fig.3. At the same time there is a subdivision 
for managing “special” sources, with additional specific characteristics and therefore specific handling 
requirements (e.g. tritium and krypton sources). 
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Fig.2 Management of DSRS 
containing very short 
lived radionuclides 

 
5.2.1. DSRS with very low activity and dose rate 
DSRS which could be manually handled belong to this group. The activity and dose rate are very low. These 
sources are generally used as calibration sources or equipment check sources, or in some specific applications 
such as: X-ray fluorescence, electron capture detectors, smoke detectors (e.g. 85Kr), lightning rods (e.g. 3H), 
low dose-rate eye plaques and implants (e.g. 90Sr), etc. Once the DSRS is received in the operating area 1, the 
dismantling of the original equipment, apparatus is conducted. Voluminous equipment should be primarily 
dismantled in the reception area.  
 
After detailed segregation and characterization of each bare DSRS, they are placed in a stainless steel 
cylinder, which is positioned in the center of 200L concrete lined drum (CLD). This last step is the same as 
described in 5.2.3. 
 
In 15 waste packages (200 L CLD) 200 DSRS containing the following radionuclides 109Cd, 147Pm, 22Na, 
134Cs, 55Fe, 204Tl, 154Eu, 133Ba, 152Eu and 244Cm will be conditioned by this methodology. More than 8000 90Sr 
calibration and check sources will be conditioned into 8 drums. 
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Fig.3 Management of DSRS containing short lived radionuclides

 
Special sources as Tritium (3H) also belong to this group. There are reported more than 2 400 3H disused 
sealed sources, most of then as calibration sources. Due to the very low energy of the 3H betas, external dose 
rates are negligible. Many of the commonly used tritiated compounds are volatile and readily taken up by the 
body via ingestion, inhalation, or skin absorption. Special working conditions are being considered for 
handling them safely. All tritium sources will be placed in 6 stainless steel cylinders with an absorbent 
material (silica gel) into 6 waste packages (CLDs). 
 
Regarding the 85Kr sources, 24 535 smoke detectors are reported. The total activity of all Kr sources will be 
3.7x1011 Bq. Theoretically all these sources could be placed in one drum, but in practice it will depend on the 
volume they occupy. For such reason, an amount of 5 packages (200L drums) have been estimated for 
conditioning all 85Kr smoke detectors. 
 
5.2.2. DSRS which require light shielding during manual handling  
These sources have activities and dose rates higher than the ones described in 5.2.1, but there is still the 
possibility to manually handle them. Low dose-rate brachytherapy sources containing cesium are typical 
example for this group. DSRS arising from the following applications could be considered into this group: 
Low dose-rate brachytherapy, some thickness gauges (85Kr, 90Sr), some fill-level thickness gauges (137Cs), 
density gauges (137Cs), moisture density gauges (137Cs), bone densitometry (109Cd), and Static electricity 
eliminators.  
 
It’s possible to transfer of the DSRS out of the original source holder or equipment and relocate them into 
another shielded container. Some container designs offer large internal cavity and considerable flexibility for 
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storing certain amount of sources. It will be necessary to produce a custom-engineered solution to transfer the 
sources into the container with minimum radiation dose to the operators. For instance, the container may be 
mated directly with the source holder, or alternatively a two-stage transfer using a custom-built transfer flask 
may be possible. The decision of the need to take the source out of the original container and the justification 
of this practice should be carefully evaluated on case-by-case basis. The purpose of removing the source and 
relocating into another shielding container is to reduce volume. 
 
The sources are characterized, registered and re-locate into original holders (grouping some sources into one 
single container) or into new specific-deign shielding containers. The shielding containers with the sources 
are then placed into 200L concrete lined drum as described in 5.2.3. 
 
5.2.3. DSRS which require remote handling. Direct conditioning 
The great majority of short lived DSRS would be conditioned by this methodology, i.e. by placing the 
sources, with the radiation shielding, in the hole of concrete-lined drum, until it is full or until a limit of 
activity (see para 8) is reached. No cement mortar is added. Then, two iron bars are welded on the upper part 
of the drum and the lid is placed and locked.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A total of 7 357 DSRS containing 137Cs will be conditioned into 736 such concrete lined 200L drums. 
Similarly, around 3 000 60Co sources will be placed by this methodology into 160 waste packages. 
 
5.3. Long lived DSRS 
The long lived sealed radioactive sources (LLSRS) addressed in this chapter are primarily those containing 
radionuclides having half-lives greater than 30 years. These sources may contain long lived α-emitters, 
mainly 238Pu, 239Pu, 237Np, 241Am, 226Ra; β-emitters: 14C, and 63Ni. With the exception of radium needles, 
tubes and applicators, no conditioning methods have yet been developed for LLSRS that have gained the 
overall acceptance worldwide [10]. For handling and conditioning these sources, a sub-grouping is proposed 
according to the activity, radiological characteristics and dose-rate of the sources. 
 
Conditioning of long lived disused SRS for interim storage will include stages for their encapsulation in 
stainless steel capsules (to facilitate their retrieval for final disposal in deep geological repositories), 
placement of the welded capsules inside a lead container for shielding, and placement of the container into a 
200 L concrete lined drum. The concrete is used for physical protection and security of the sources and is not 
relied on for the dose rate reduction. The capsule used for encapsulation of long lived sources is a stainless 
steel tube with a lid welded to one end. After placing the source inside a capsule the second lid is welded. 
Adequate shielding for the encapsulated sources must be provided for radiation protection reasons. The 
maximum activity per capsule multiplied by the number of capsules shall not exceed A1 limit values. 
 
A total of 258 956 long lived sources (included the smoke detectors) will be conditioned into 17 waste 
packages!. The “special” radium sources, which total amount is 3 057 units will be conditioned in 85 waste 
packages, following particular procedures and specific considerations [11]. 
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5.3.2. Smoke detectors and lightning conductors 
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Due to the huge amount of these devices accumulated in Novy Han, 
special attention was considered and detailed handling and processing 
procedures were developed.  

Different parts of a SD

Individual smoke detectors are often exempted from regulatory control, 
therefore, disposal in general landfill is allowed. However, due to the 
large number of these devices and the long half-life of the sources, it is 
becoming a preferable practice to collect them, remove and consolidate 
the sources and condition for long term storage. The collected sources 
may pose a significant problem if not properly managed. All the ionic 
smoke detectors are composed of plastic, metal, electronic circuit and 
radioactive source. The smallest smoke detector can have an overall 
volume of 220 cm³ and the biggest 855 cm³. The sources are generally 
cut pieces of foil or wires fixed on holder. The sources can be fixed in 
clutches or welded on a holder. Dismantling of smoke detectors will be 
performed in operating areas 2 and 3, according to the dose rate. A 
glove box, two worktables and some specific tools will be used. The 
needed equipment is quite simple and the tools are depending on the 
type of smoke detector. It is why the dismantling is organized by 
campaign of same or similar type of detectors. 

Preparation for removal of sources

Alpha sources used in the smoke detectors do not have to be leak tested. 
They must be directly placed in special can, tight shut. After the 
operation of dismantling is finished the sources are placed, one by one, 
into a stainless steel cylinder. This cylinder will be then introduced into 
200L CLD. 
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Regarding the lightning conductors, the source strips are removed from the lightning rods body using 
appropriate tools and placed in a stainless steel capsule. A multichannel analyzer is used to measure the 
activity in each capsule. The capsule has a screwed lid in order to maintain retrievability of the sources. The 
remaining lightning rod body is checked for contamination and, if necessary, decontaminated. The 
dismantling procedure is mainly depending on the contamination level of the different parts of the device and 
the possibility to remove the radioactive parts (foils or pellets) without increasing secondary wastes. 
 
5.4. Neutron DSRS 
Conditioning of Am-Be, Ra-Be and other neutron disused SRS for interim storage will include stages for 
their encapsulation (if leaking) in stainless steel capsules, placement of sources or prepared capsules inside in 
a plastic can or teflon pot, and placement of pots into a 200 L drum with light material lining. Hydrogenous 
material such as wax, paraffin or high density polyethylene is being considered as neutron shielding material 
[10]. The proposed package for conditioning the neutron sources includes: 200 liter drum, 5 cm of concrete 
lining, 12.5 cm of light material (neutron shielding), and an internal shielding surrounding (around the pots) 
of 3.1 cm radius prepared from an alloy of bismuth (50%), lead 20%, tin 20%, and cadmium 10%. Bare 
neutron sources and prepared capsules could be alternatively placed into a Type A, S-100 Pipe Overpack 
Container. The container has high-density polyethylene neutron shielding both inside and outside the pipe 
component. 
 
A total of 231 neutron sources would be conditioned into 26 waste packages (200 L drum with light material 
lining). The breakdown of this total, according to the radionuclides is as follow:  

- 90 neutron sources containing 241Am/Be, which were used as moisture detectors and in well logging 
applications will be conditioned in 19 waste packages.  

- 32 226Ra/Be sources used as moisture detectors could be placed into 1 single waste package, 
- 105 neutron sources containing 239Pu/Be, used as calibration sources, moisture detectors and research will 

be conditioned in 5 waste packages, 
- 4 reported sources containing 252Cf will be placed into one package. 

 
5.5. Disused High Activity Sources  
These high activity gamma sources, usually contained in heavy shielding devices, are not suitable for 
conditioning by traditional methods. For such sources the only management option, except returning the 
source to the manufacturer, is retain them in their shielding devices or in special-designed shielding 
containers and long term interim storage (several decades) awaiting future management options [12].  
It is not always possible to remove the source from the original equipment. This may be because the 
equipment was designed to be de-sourced by the manufacturing company only, under specific conditions and 
with specific tools or because insufficient technical information is available. For such reason two possible 
options are proposed for managing Bulgarian SHARS. 
 
5.5.1. SHARS and original equipment placed in Storage Containers 
The use of concrete lined drums, metallic or concrete boxes for storage of 
SHARS in source holders are quite common. Concrete or metallic boxes 
have the advantage over drums that they are more easily stacked, and can 
contain greater volume and load. The container should be compatible with 
interim storage facility requirements. The aim of this practice is to protect 
the device from external damage and to prevent leakage. The preparation 
method should preserve the retrievability for any future management 
options. In the example on the picture a disused teletherapy source within 
the working shield is lifted and positioned in the center of the container [13]. In order to further secure the 
source, two iron bars are welded on the upper part of the container. The source in this case is not accessible 
unless the iron bars are cut. After that the container is covered with the lid and locked by special screws to 
prevent unintentional and unauthorized opening. Closing and locking the container concludes the 
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conditioning process, where the teletherapy source is kept retrievable. The package is stored safely with 
regard to radiation, contamination and physical safety. 
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5.5.2. Dismantling the SHARS from the Source holder 
For this option the sources can be removed from the source holder in a hot cell. This dismantling operation 
will reduce the volume to be stored and disposed. It is advantageous, if the inventory of SHARS is large. For 
conducting these operations the precise dissembling plans and drawings are essential. If this information is 
not available, the conditioning options for SHARS may be limited to the previous option above explained (in 
5.5.1). For removing the SHARS from the original container, if there is insufficient local expertise to perform 
the source removal, or if specific equipment or tools are unavailable, then assistance from the 
supplier/manufacturer of the container/device will be requested. The design of the storage container will be 
determined by the inventory of SHARS and whether the container will need to be used for transportation 
purposes. The source holder will be placed in the cell and as much manual dismantling as safely as possible 
will be performed prior to closing the cell. Securing mechanisms may be manually released and screws can 
be unlocked. According to the dismantling procedure, every tool needed will be introduced in the cell before 
its closure and the opening of the shield. The source holder will then be dismantled inside the hot cell using 
master slave manipulators (MSMs) and lifting equipment.  
 
There are reported 368 SHARS containing 137Cs and 522 SHARS containing 60Co which may be handled, 
conditioned and stored in the proposed facilities. It is planned that most of these sources would be 
conditioned by relocating them into long-term storage containers, specially designed for such purposes. It is 
expected that 77 waste packages (metallic containers) will be produced. 
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6. Secondary wastes. Cares with leaking sources 
All the dismantling, handling and conditioning operations generate a small quantity of secondary waste 
(gloves, tissues, papers, etc.) which will be processed as low level radioactive solid wastes. 
 
Before handling of a DSRS, smear tests on the source should be carried out to check for any leakage. Proper 
handling of a leaking source is a challenging operation since it may result in the spread of contamination. 
Therefore, suitably qualified and experienced personnel are required to perform the operation where leaking 
sources are involved. The leaking source shall be overpacked and the areas where leaking sources are 
manipulated should be covered e.g. by a plastic sheet in order to facilitate decontamination and prevent the 
spread of contamination. At present, leaking sealed sources are the only DSRS recommended to be 
conditioned by cementation (when final disposal option for all sources is not in operation). These leaking 
sources should be managed and conditioned as not compactable solid waste, providing greater confinement 
and not expecting retrievability. 
 
7. Conditioning of DSRS without cement mortar immobilization. Retrievability 
Originally, the approach of conditioning DSRS was developed to remove sources from the human 
environment and make them inaccessible to humans. The recommended methods of conditioning DSRS were 
simple and quite adequate: Two hundred liter drums were prepared with concrete filling with a hole in the 
center. Disused sources, with the radiation shielding, were successively placed in the hole until it is full or 
until a limit of activity has been reached. Then cement mortar was poured over the sources [4]. 
 
Due to the high cost of disposal, sources conditioned for interim storage should have the flexibility to 
accommodate future waste acceptance criteria for disposal. Furthermore conditioning by complete embedding 
in concrete may be counterproductive with regard to efficient utilization of repository space. Consequently 
any conditioning process for interim storage should be carried out with the possibility of retrieving the source 
for further conditioning without imposing undue cost [14]. 
 
8. Summary of Waste Packages to be obtained after Conditioning DSRS. Activity limits per package 
Only two types of waste packages will be prepared during the conditioning of all disused sealed radioactive 
sources existing in Novi Han: (1) 200L drums with different internal modifications and (2) Metal containers 
of 110 cm high by 100 cm long by 800 cm wide. 
The total amounts of these packages are: 
 1183 Packages of 200L drums, as following: 

- 11 from the conditioning of 109Cd, 147Pm, 22Na, 134Cs, 55Fe and 104Tl sources, 
- 197 from the conditioning of 60Co sources, and 739 packages from the conditioning of 137Cs sources 
- 51 from the conditioning of 154Eu, 133Ba, 85Kr, 3H, 152Eu, 244Cm and 90Sr sources, 
- 85 from the conditioning of 226Ra sources and 17 for the rest of LLDRS, 
- 26 from the conditioning of neutron sources and 57 from the conditioning of unknown DSRS.  

 77 Metallic Containers: 30 from conditioning of 60Co SHARS and 47 from conditioning of 137Cs SHARS 
 
Conditioning of DSRS in mentioned standard and homogeneous containers gives a package which is suitable 
both for safe transportation and storage. The proposed activity per package is the maximum activity permitted 
for transportation (for type A packages), assuming that the contained radioactive material is in special form 
(sealed radioactive source). This is the A1 value for each radionuclide, as set out in the IAEA transport 
regulations. In principle, higher activity values per packages could be used. We propose to use this activity 
restriction having in mind that sometime in the future the packages would be transported from Novi Han to 
another location (disposal facility) and then the activity limits per packages will already be met.  
 
9. Storage of Conditioned DSRS. Record Keeping. 
Until a repository is available, an interim storage facility for conditioned radioactive wastes and disused 
sealed sources is being developed [7]. A record-keeping system for tracking all sources should be established 
and maintained. The information may be reliably stored and archived both manually and by a computerized 
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database. Data on the characteristics of each conditioned package, such 
as the package identification number, activity content and reference 
date, number of sources conditioned, surface dose-rate, dose-rate at 1 
meter, contamination level and date of measurements, date and place of 
conditioning, conditioning method, responsible conditioner and position 
of the package in store, should be kept. 
 
10. Conclusions  
The main options for the safe management of existing DSRS in 
Bulgaria were discussed. 
The specific installations for handling and conditioning of all type of DSRS are being designed. 
The necessary equipment and materials for all conditioning operations have been defined. 
As the final disposal route for the radioactive wastes in Bulgaria is not defined yet, the proposed conditioning 
process for the DSRS ensures that end-point disposal of DSRS is not jeopardized by actions taken at present. 
All the DSRS would be packaged in secure, safe, monitorable and retrievable manner for interim storage. 
Options are being left open for future solutions. 
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TTaabbllee  NNoo..11  --  IInnvveennttoorryy  ooff  DDiissuusseedd  SSeeaalleedd  RRaaddiiooaaccttiivvee  SSoouurrcceess  (Sources are ordered by increasing T1/2 values) 
DSRS 

Stream Rn T1/2 Main 
Emission 

Amount/So
urces in NH Origin Activity (Bq/u) 

32P 14.3 d β 14 --- Decayed 
125I 60.1 d γ --- --- Decayed 

648 Old Decayed 192Ir 74 d β, γ, EC 100 ? 4x108 - 2x1012  
75Se 120 d γ, EC 54 Old Decayed 

170Tm 129 d β, γ, EC ? Old Decayed 
210Po 138.4 d α, γ 2 --- Decayed 
144Ce 284 d β, γ, EC 6 Old Decayed 

 Very 
Short 
Lived 

 
 

(827) 
106Ru 368 d β 3 OPA Decayed 

       
109Cd 464 d γ, EC 64 XRF 6x108  
147Pm 2.6 y β 17 TG 3.5x109  
22Na 2.6 y γ, β + 23 RES 1.7x1010  
134Cs 2.6 y β , γ, EC 7 RES 5.3x107  
55Fe 2.7 y γ, EC 30 XRF 1.8x109  

Short 
Lived 

 
(165) 

204Tl 3.7 y β 24 TG + SEE 8.33x108  
202 IRF - IND 4.4x1012  

5 IRF + MED 2x1013  
2 784 IND 3.6x109  

13 ? 1.1x105  
196 GG > 2x1010  
165 RES 1x106  
320 RES 106 - 109 

108 RES 2x108  
6 IRA 4x108-3.7x1012 

7 TEL  2x1013-9.7x1013 

11 (Fut) TEL  9x1013-2.4x1014 

27 (Fut) IRF  1.4x1013 (2005) 
93 (Fut) IRF  4.9x1014 (2005) 
27 (Fut) IRF 1.5x1013 (2005) 

43 IRF 2.2x1014 (2005) 
42 IRF 7.8x1010 (2005) 

213 MAL 1-7x108  
31 SHARS  7.2x1012

10  SHARS  4x1011  

SL –  
Co-60 

 
 
 
 

(4 327) 

60Co 5.3 y β, γ 

24  SHARS  7x1013  
154Eu 8.8 y β , γ, EC 1 RES 7x106

133Ba 10.5 y γ, EC 20 GG 2x107  
24 535 SD 1.5x107  

154 TG 5x1010  85Kr 10.8 y Β, γ 
102 CAL, MIL 1x109  
100 MIL ~ 1x1011  
100 ECD ~ 1.5x108  
100 Targets ~ 7.4x1011  

3H 12.3 y β 

2 200 CAL ~ 7.4x1010  
152Eu 13.6 y β , γ, EC 6 RES 1.9x107

Short 
Lived 

 
 

(27 324) 

244Cm 18.1 y α, γ 6 ??? 1.9x109

2 035 CHS, MIL  
2 172  CAL 5x106  
2 329 CHS 1x107  
1 938 CAL & CHS  
449 PP  
285 NPPK  
20 TG 5x108  
25 ICD 9.9x108  
9 DG 1.5x109  

734 CAL (Fut)  
27 MED (Fut) 5x108  

SL –  
Sr-90 

 
 

(10 066) 

90Sr 28.1 y β 

43 (Fut) MIL TG, LG, MD,  1.8x108  

DSRS 
Stream Rn T1/2 Main 

Emission
Amount/So
urces in NH Origin Activity (Bq/u) 

7 357 TG, LG, DG, 
HG (+ n)  

157 Applicators  
112 (Fut) IRF 6.6x1012  (2005) 
6 (Fut) IRF  6x1013  (2005) 
1 (Fut) IRF  6x1013  (2005) 

4 IRF  4x1013  (2005) 
2  SHARS  5.9x1013  (2005) 
1  SHARS) 4.5x1013  (2005) 

199 IRF  1.3x1012  (2005) 
38  SHARS  1.5x1013  (2005) 

SL –  
Cs-137 

 
 

(7 882) 

137Cs 30.2 y β, γ 

5  SHARS  8.2x1013  (2005) 
       

435 MED; BRA ~ 4x108  
580 LR 7x107  [L1] 
738 IND (DG) Up to 1x107  

(CAL1) 8x105  580 (CAL2) 2x109  

LL- 
Ra-226 

 
(3 056) 

226Ra 1600 y α, γ 

724 Others ? 
       

717 IND; RES 5.6x107  238Pu 87.7 y α, γ 
1087 SD 1.6x107  

63Ni 100 y β ~ 50 ECD 6x108  
94101 SD 3x106  

241Am 432.2 y α, γ 1 550 SSE; GG; 
IND  1x109  

14C 5730 y β 128 GG; CAL 4.4x107  
152 806 SD 3x107  239Pu 24 181 y α, γ 
8 499 SEE 1x108  

36Cl 3x105 y β, γ, EC 4 RES 1.1x109

Long 
Lived 

 
 
 

(258 956) 

238U 4.5x109 y α, γ 14  9.5x105  
       

239Pu/Be 87.7 y n 100 MD, CAL,  3.8x108  
239Pu/Be 24 181 y n 5 RES  > 1.8x1011  
226Ra/Be 1 600 y n 32 (?- WL, MD) 1x109

WL 4.5x1011 (Est.) 241Am/Be 432.2 y n 90 HG + DG  1x109 (Est.) 

Neutron 
Sources 

 
(231) 

252Cf 2.6 y n 4 ? 9x107

       
Sources not Identified 600 Unknown ??? 
α Sources not Identified 50 Unknown ??? Unknown 

(1350) 
β & γ sources not identified 700 Unknown ??? 

       
 

BRA = Brachytherapy LG = Level Gauges SD = Smoke detectors 
CAL = Calibration LR = Lightning rods SEE = Static Electricity Eliminators 
CHS = Check Sources MAL = Medical Applicators (and pearls)  OPA = Optic Applicator 
DG = Density Gauges MD = Moisture Detectors PP = Past Practices 
Fut = Future MIL = Military uses TEL = Teletherapy 
GG = Gauges NPPK = NPP Kozloduy TG = Thickness Gauges 
HG = Humidity Gauges IRA = Industrial Radiography XRF = X Ray Fluorescence  
IND = Industry IRF = Irradiator facility WL = Well Logging 
ICD = Ice Detector RES = Research  
ECD = Electron Capture 
Detectors 

 SHARS = Disused High Activity 
Radioactive Sources 

 




